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Abstract

Accurate liver tumor segmentation without contrast agents (non-enhanced
images) avoids the contrast-agent-associated time-consuming and high risk,
which offers radiologists quick and safe assistance to diagnose and treat the
liver tumor. However, without contrast agents enhancing, the tumor in
liver images presents low contrast and even invisible to naked eyes. Thus
the liver tumor segmentation from non-enhanced images is quite challeng-
ing. We propose a Weakly-Supervised Teacher-Student network (WSTS) to
address the liver tumor segmentation in non-enhanced images by leverag-
ing additional box-level-labeled data (labeled with a tumor bounding-box).
WSTS deploys a weakly-supervised teacher-student framework (TCH-ST),
namely, a Teacher Module learns to detect and segment the tumor in en-
hanced images during training, which facilitates a Student Module to detect
and segment the tumor in non-enhanced images independently during test-
ing. To detect the tumor accurately, the WSTS proposes a Dual-strategy
DRL (DDRL), which develops two tumor detection strategies by creatively
introducing a relative-entropy bias in the DRL. To accurately predict a tu-
mor mask for the box-level-labeled enhanced image and thus improve tumor
segmentation in non-enhanced images, the WSTS proposes an Uncertainty-
Sifting Self-Ensembling (USSE). The USSE exploits the weakly-labeled data
with self-ensembling and evaluates the prediction reliability with a newly-
designed Multi-scale Uncertainty-estimation. WSTS is validated with a 2D
MRI dataset, where the experiment achieves 83.11% of Dice and 85.12% of
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Recall in 50 patient testing data after training by 200 patient data (half
amount data is box-level-labeled). Such a great result illustrates the compe-
tence of WSTS to segment the liver tumor from non-enhanced images. Thus,
WSTS has excellent potential to assist radiologists by liver tumor segmenta-
tion without contrast-agents.

Keywords: liver tumor segmentation, deep reinforcement learning,
self-ensembling, teacher-student, uncertainty-estimation

1. Introduction1

Accurate liver tumor segmentation is indispensable for radiologists to2

diagnose and treat liver tumors and improve the survival rate of patients3

(Radtke et al., 2007). Particularly, the liver tumor segmentation assists ra-4

diologists to 1) decide the stage of tumors and make liver surgical planning5

(e.g., oncologic resections and liver transplantation). For instance, current6

commonly used staging systems, like the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer stag-7

ing system, take into account tumor sizes as well as lesion multiplicity to8

select suitable candidates for surgical treatment or local-regional therapies9

(Chapiro et al., 2015). 2) simplify the planning for surgical resection. One of10

the main constraints for surgical resection planning is the lesion/liver ratio11

after surgical resection(Nordlinger et al., 1996). The segmentation defines tu-12

mor boundary so that the identification of the regions to be removed becomes13

easier, and the preoperational planning is simplfied(Moghbel et al., 2016). 3)14

track the treatment response and evaluate the therapy effect on tumors (Bilic15

et al., 2019). The quantitative assessment of tumor segmentation (e.g., vol-16

ume and diameter) helps radiologists to determine if the therapy is effective,17

which improves the rehabilitation rate of patients and reduces medication18

costs.19

Almost all existing tumor segmentation methods are only suitable for20

enhanced images where contrast agents (CAs) are used to improve tumor21

visibility (Fig. 1) and thus raise several issues. 1) The high risk caused by22

potential toxicity of CAs (Sadowski et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2018). For in-23

stance, about 1% gadolinium-based CA is retained in tissues after injection,24

which may cause 10%-15% of the incidence of Contrast-Induced Nephropathy25

(CIN) (Stacul et al., 2011). 2) The time-consuming caused by CA injection26

and CA administration. For instance, gadolinium dimeglumine (Gd-BOPTA,27

MultiHance) requires 40-120 mins to point focal hepatic lesions out as dark28
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Enhanced image

(tumor clearly visible)

Tumor segmentation

b) Existing methodsa) Proposed method

Disadvantages:

• Side effect (CA retention)

• Slow (two imaging processes)

• Expensive (CA required)

Advantages:

• Safe (Non CA retention);

• Quick (one imaging process)

• Economical (CA free)

Non enhanced image

(tumor barely visible)

Contrast agent(CA)

injection

Tumor segmentation

Direct segmentation 

from the non-

enhanced image

Figure 1: Almost all existing tumor segmentation methods are only suitable for enhanced
images where a contrast agent (CA) is used to improve tumor visibility and thus raises
several issues (side-effect, time-consuming, and high cost). Also, the firstly-scanned non-
enhanced image is wasted. We propose a method to segment the liver tumor from non-
enhanced images, which is safe, quick, and economical because it avoids the use of CAs
and the second scanning.

lesions in contrast to the enhancing normal liver (Ibrahim et al., 2020). 3)29

The expensive cost caused by CA materials and image scanning. CA mate-30

rials will be wasted if errors occur during the injection. Moreover, to obtain31

enhanced images, it needs a second scanning (Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced32

Magnetic Resonance Imaging) after the first non-enhanced scanning and re-33

quires extra costs.34

Liver tumor segmentation from non-enhanced images can avoid the above35

disadvantages caused by the CA, but it is challenging (Fig. 2): 1) Some tu-36
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3) Pixel-level label is necessary for

segmentation but the number is

limited. Box-level-label is abundant

but it cannot be used directly

1) Some tumors in the non-

enhanced image are so

low-contrast that they are

barely visible to naked eyes

2) Background tissues in

the non-enhanced image

are complex and deceptive

Barely visible tumor

pixel level label (tumor contour,

used by other methods)

(Bounding ) box level label

(to be used by our method)

Clearly visible tumor

Non enhanced image (to be used by our method)

Enhanced image (used by other methods)

Simple background

Complex background
tumor

tumor-like tissues

Indicating the tumor location, 

size roughly

Indicating the detail 

tumor location, size & shape

tumor

Figure 2: Tumor segmentation from non-enhanced images facing the following challenges:
1) Some tumors are barely visible to naked eyes. 2) Normal tissues in the background
present intricate and tumor-like appearance and thus may cause interference to the tumor
segmentation. 3) The pixel-level-labeled data is limited, and the box-level-labeled data is
relatively abundant. It is desirable but challenging to deploy the box-level-labeled data
for tumor segmentation training.

mors are barely visible in non-enhanced images, which causes tumor features37

are difficult to extract, and tumors cannot be segmented accurately. 2) Nor-38

mal liver tissues present a tumor-like appearance, which often causes tradi-39

tional Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based methods to get a false-40

positive segmentation. More specifically, because tumor features produced41

under the inherent down-sampling mechanism in CNN are of low resolu-42

tions commonly, which causes the strong feature of normal tissues is reserved43

and the weak feature of tumors is lost. 3) Accurate pixel-level-labeled data44

is limited, which causes it is highly-desirable to leverage (bounding-)box-45

level-labeled data to improve segmentation performance. It is expensive and46

tedious to analyze enhanced images and delineate dozens to hundreds of47

points to form a reliable tumor contour by experienced experts. While the48

(bounding-)box-level-labeled data is relatively easy to obtain because the49

label only requires two points to indicate the tumor location and size.50

Although RgGAN (Xiao et al., 2019) has been proposed to segment the51
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tumor from the non-enhanced image, it cannot address the above challenges.52

Particularly, RgGAN is built on GAN, an optimization technique based on53

overall image distribution distance that is good at global and whole image54

segmentation. In this case, GAN is often limited in the segmentation of small55

objects caused by the local details of these small objects weak contributions56

to global optimization. While liver tumors are usually small compared with57

the background, for instance, the average size of tumors is less than 2% of the58

image size in our dataset. Based on the above reason, RgGAN has limited59

capability to address the liver tumor segmentation. Moreover, RgGAN is60

a fully-supervised method, which indicates that RgGAN cannot utilize the61

box-level-labeled data to improve segmentation performance.62

Training stage: Student receives knowledge from the Teacher as

guidance to learn the tumor segmentation

Non enhanced image Tumor segmentation

Tumor knowledge 

(spatial feature & 

shape feature)

Testing stage: Student segments the tumor independently

Non enhanced image Tumor segmentation

Teacher

Student

Enhanced image
Student

Ground truth

Figure 3: The teacher-student framework draws support from the enhanced image to
facilitate the tumor segmentation in non-enhanced images in the training stage. Thus
during the testing stage, the student can segment the tumor independently from non-
enhanced images.

Transferring tumor knowledge from enhanced images as guidance has63

great potential to address the tumor segmentation in non-enhanced images.64

Namely, employing a teacher-student framework to facilitate the tumor seg-65

mentation in non-enhanced images. Notably, as shown in Fig. 3, a teacher in66

the enhanced image learns and imparts the tumor knowledge (tumor spatial67

and shape feature) to a student in the non-enhanced image, which facilitates68

the student to deal with the low-contrast tumor and complex backgrounds.69

Thus the student is able to segment the tumor independently from the non-70

enhanced image during the testing stage. However, there are two issues71

in such a framework: 1) The data distribution differs between the enhanced72

and non-enhanced image, i.e., these two kinds of images belong to different73

domains, which causes it is difficult for the teacher to select suitable tumor74

spatial feature to assist the student in identifying and detecting the tumor.75
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2) The box-level-labeled data lacks detailed tumor shape information be-76

cause the label only indicates the tumor location and size. Thus, it is hard77

to extract accurate tumor shape features from the box-level-labeled data to78

improve (instead of misleading) the tumor segmentation effectively.79

Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) (Mnih et al., 2013) as a branch80

of machine learning, is a great candidate to transfer the tumor spatial fea-81

ture from enhanced images to non-enhanced images (issue 1 in the teacher-82

student framework) via sharing detection strategies. However, the regular83

DRL method may cause inaccurate detection, so that it is highly required to84

propose a new DRL method to improve the performance. 1) DRL has been85

applied in medical object detection(Ghesu et al., 2016; Maicas et al., 2017;86

Zhang et al., 2020), especially has achieved promising performance in small87

object detection compared with other networks(Liu et al., 2019). The detec-88

tion strategy self-learned by DRL demonstrates the process of approaching89

and locating the tumor step-by-step, which is a high-level understanding of90

the tumor spatial feature. Thus the teacher can transfer the spatial feature91

to the student by sharing the same tumor detection strategy to assist the tu-92

mor detection (Fig. 4). More importantly, the step-by-step tumor approach-93

ing can be detailed guidance from enhanced images to facilitate the tumor94

detection in non-enhanced images, which is a unique advantage of DRL com-95

pared with other one-step detection networks. 2) With the tumor detection96

as a prior indicating the tumor location and size, the interference from the97

background is removed. Thus the tumor segmentation is simplified to a great98

extent. 3) However because the tumor is low-contrast in the non-enhanced99

image, regular DRL may fluctuate around the optimal and cause inaccurate100

tumor detection, further harming the subsequent tumor segmentation.101

Self-Ensembling (SE) (Laine and Aila, 2016) is a great candidate to trans-102

fer the tumor shape feature from enhanced images to non-enhanced images103

(issue 2 in the teacher-student framework) via converting the box-level la-104

bel to a pseudo-pixel-level label. However, the regular SE method may105

mislead the tumor segmentation, so that it is indispensable to propose a106

new SE method to promote the segmentation performance (Fig. 4). 1) Self-107

Ensembling (SE) as a semi-supervised method has been used in pixel-level108

segmentation with a few labeled data and large amounts of unlabeled data in109

medical image analysis (Cui et al., 2019; Li et al., 2018b). Thus SE can pre-110

dict pixel-level tumor masks with the tumor detection from the DDRL and111

the visible tumor features in enhanced images. For the box-level-labeled data,112

these tumor masks can improve the tumor segmentation in non-enhanced im-113
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Enhanced images

(with pixel-level label 

or box-level label)

Non-enhanced images

Tumor detection

Tumor spatial feature

Teacher

DRL

Student

DRL

Tumor segmentation

Teacher

SE

Student

Segmentation

Tumor shape feature

DRL can transfer the tumor spatial features via a tumor detection strategy to 

assist the tumor detection

SE can transfer the tumor shape feature via tumor mask 

to assist the tumor segmentation

Tumor detection strategy

t0

tn

t1

Box-level label converted to 

pixel-level mask

Tumor detection

t0

t1 tn

Tumor detection strategy

t0

tn

t1

t0
t1 tn

TT dd iiiiiiiiiii

Predicted box

Bounding-box

Traditional DRL may get inaccurate detection, 

causing adverse effect on segmentation

Traditional SE may get unreliable 

tumor mask, misleading the tumor

segmentation

Figure 4: DRL is a candidate to transfer the tumor spatial feature from the enhanced
image to the non-enhanced image via a tumor detection strategy. However, traditional
DRL may stick into sub-optimal and cause inaccurate tumor detection. SE is a candidate
to transfer the tumor shape feature from the enhanced image to the non-enhanced image
by predicting pixel-level tumor masks for the box-level-labeled data. However, traditional
SE may produce unreliable and noisy masks.

ages as a pseudo label. 2) However, the regular SE may produce unreliable114

tumor prediction considering it is weakly-supervised. The unreliable tumor115

prediction is amplified after transferred to the student and misleads the seg-116

mentation model training in non-enhanced images.117

This paper proposes a Weakly-Supervised Teacher-Student network (WSTS)118

to address the liver tumor segmentation in non-enhanced images by addition-119

ally leveraging box-level-labeled data. WSTS employs a weakly-supervised120

teacher-student framework (TCH-ST). In detail, in the training stage, WSTS121

explores the tumor location to learn the tumor’s spatial features in enhanced122

images and predicts an accurate pixel-level tumor mask for the box-level-123

labeled data as tumor shape feature. With these tumor features as guidance,124

WSTS learns to detect and segment the tumor in non-enhanced images. Thus125

in the testing stage, WSTS is able to detect and segment the tumor from126

the non-enhanced image independently. To determine the tumor location127

and size correctly, WSTS proposes Dual-strategy DRL (DDRL). The DDRL128

develops two tumor detection strategies to jointly determine the tumor loca-129

tion in enhanced images by creatively introducing a relative-entropy bias in130

the DRL. By following the detection strategies, WSTS is able to determine131

the tumor location in non-enhanced images. To predict the tumor mask pre-132

cisely for the box-level-labeled data, WSTS proposes an Uncertainty-Sifting133

Self-Ensembling (USSE). The USSE utilizes the limited pixel-level-labeled134

data and additional box-level-labeled data to predict the tumor accurately135
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by evaluating the prediction reliability with a newly-designed Multi-scale136

Uncertainty-estimation. By taking the tumor prediction as a pseudo label137

(additional to the manual pixel-level-label), the tumor segmentation in non-138

enhanced images is thus improved.139

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:140

• The new weakly-supervised teacher-student framework (TCH-ST) we141

proposed integrates Deep Reinforcement Learning and Self-Ensembling,142

which for the first time achieves liver tumor segmentation from the143

non-enhanced image by exploiting the additional (bounding-)box-level-144

labeled data. This provides a new solution for exploiting different imag-145

ing modalities in a weakly-supervised manner and using machine learn-146

ing to retain the same level of information from the less risky ones.147

• For the first time, the Dual-strategy DRL (DDRL) develops two de-148

tection strategies to locate the tumor jointly, which increases the DRL149

exploration range in the image and avoids the situation that tradi-150

tional DRL sticks into sub-optimal and causes inaccurate tumor detec-151

tion. The relative-entropy bias proposed by DDRL as an innovation to152

the DRL community provides a novel solution for applying multiple-153

strategies in object detection.154

• The Uncertainty-Sifting Self-Ensembling (USSE) improves the tumor155

prediction reliability in the enhanced image by integrating uncertainty-156

estimation with Self-Ensembling, which prevents the error magnifying157

in the non-enhanced image segmentation. The Multi-scale Uncertainty-158

estimation proposed by USSE introduces multi-scale to increase the ob-159

servational uncertainty and thus improve the estimation effectiveness.160

2. Related work161

2.1. Existing work162

Almost all existing work on liver tumor segmentation focuses on the163

enhanced image because the enhanced image presents higher contrast and164

clearer tumor boundary. They are grouped into the following two categories:165

hand-crafted feature-based methods and automatic methods. While in the166

whole medical image analysis field, avoiding the employment of contrast-167

agents has become an important direction.168
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Hand-crafted feature-based methods. Common hand-crafted feature-169

based methods are based on the statistical shape model (Kainmüller et al.,170

2007) and its deformations, which achieves great performance in the challenge171

of liver disease segmentation in the 2008 MICCAI conference. Another type172

of hand-crafted feature-based method introduces various interactions to facil-173

itate the tumor segmentation, such as GraphCut-based methods (Beichel12174

et al., 2007; Bornik et al., 2006), region-based threshold method (Beck and175

Aurich, 2007), level set methods (Dawant et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2007; Wim-176

mer et al., 2007), B-spline transformation method (Slagmolen et al., 2007)177

and machine learning methods (Huang et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2011; Kuo178

et al., 2017).179

Automatic methods. Deep learning has attracted researchers to de-180

velop a number of automatic methods for liver tumor segmentation. These181

methods can be divided into three categories according to their dimensions:182

1) 2D methods, which process each individual liver image and segment the183

tumor, such as Cascaded-FCN (Christ et al., 2016) and multi-channel feature-184

fusing FCN (Sun et al., 2017). 2) 2.5D methods, which mainly refer to exploit185

the spatial consistency of adjacent slices with convolutional neural network in186

volume images. For instance, Han (Han, 2017) proposed a 2.5D FCN model,187

which integrated UNet with residual blocks and achieved an excellent result188

in the ISBI LiTS challenge in 2017. 3) 3D methods, which take the whole189

volume image as input, such as H-DenseUNet (Li et al., 2018a).190

Non-enhanced methods in other similar fields. Most studies for191

non-enhanced images are focused on cardiac-related research, which is used192

for diagnosing cardiac infarction. For instance, 3DConv-based or LSTM-193

based methods have been used to segment a pixel-level scar from cine MR194

images and reported by the radiology community in a real clinical setting195

(Duchateau et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2018). Some of these196

studies are focused on brain-related research. For instance, 2D/3DUNet-197

based methods for contrast image synthesizing or hippocampus segmentation198

(Gong et al., 2018; Porter et al., 2020).199

2.2. Algorithm background200

2.2.1. Deep reinforcement learning (DRL)201

DRL learns from interaction and achieves great performance in medical202

image analysis (Ghesu et al., 2016; Maicas et al., 2017; Alansary et al., 2018).203

DRL trains an agent to achieve the task goal with a Markov Decision Process:204

the agent observes the current state st of the task and decides an action at;205
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with the action at, the task will change to the next state st+1 and feedbacks206

the agent with a reward r. In such an iterative interaction process, the DRL207

objective is training the agent to learn a strategy π(a|s) that allows the agent208

to maximize the expected sum of reward in an episode. Eq. 1 shows the DRL209

objective, where (st, at) ∼ ρπ represents the state that the agent observed and210

the action that the strategy selected at time t respectively, T represents the211

iteration number in the episode. Moreover, the reward is generally correlated212

to the task goal. In other words, the agent receives the maximum reward213

when the agent accomplishes the task. Thus after training, the agent is able214

to accomplish the task goal.215

π∗ = argmax
π

T∑

t

E(st,at)∼ρπr(st, at)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
J(π)

(1)

Practically, DRL pays more attention to future obtained rewards, so that216

DRL generally uses the sum of rewards with a discount γ, i.e.:217

π∗ = argmax
π

T∑

t

E(st,at)∼ρπγ
T−tr(st, at) (2)

Where the discount factor γ ∈ (0, 1) guarantees the sum of rewards can218

converge when the iteration number is infinite. And the sum of future rewards219

based on current state st is also defined as a return: Gt = rt+1 + γrt+2 + ...+220

γT−t−1rT .221

2.2.2. Actor-Critic method222

Actor-Critic (AC) method (Sutton and Barto, 2011) is a type of deep223

reinforcement learning algorithm, which has been employed in medical image224

analysis (Dai et al., 2019) due to its advancements. The main work-flow of225

the AC method is: a strategy function as an actor selects the most probable226

action based on the action probabilities it estimates. A value function as a227

critic evaluates the value of the selected action to the task goal achieving.228

Then the actor modifies the action probabilities according to the evaluated229

value. Repeating the above procedure iteratively, the actor is able to select230

more optimal actions, and the critic is able to evaluate the action more231

accurately, the AC method is able to accomplish the task. To meet the232

objective of DRL, namely, learn a strategy to maximize the sum of obtained233
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reward (Eq. 1), the AC method approximates two functions with neural234

networks: 1) the strategy function:235

π̂(s, a) = P (a|s) ≈ π(a|s) (3)

Where the strategy function π(s, a) predicts the action possibilities P (a|s)236

when state s and outputs the action with the highest possibility. 2) the value237

function of strategy π (including the state-value function v or the action-value238

function q, because they are connected by Bellman Equation):239

v̂(s) ≈ vπ(s) = Eπ[Gt|st = s]
q̂(s, a) ≈ qπ(s, a) = Eπ[Gt|st = s|at = a]

vπ(s) =
∑T

t π(at|st)qπ(st, at)
(4)

Thus the optimization objective of π is to select the action with optimal240

action-value (or reach the state with optimal state-value) so that the agent241

can obtain the maximum sum of rewards, namely:242

J(π) = E(st,at)∼ρπ

T∑

i=t

γT−ir(st, at) (5)

= Eππ[rt + γ(rt+1 + γrt+2 + ...+ γT−t−1rT ) (6)

= Eππ[rt + γG] (7)

= Eππ[r(s, a) + γv(st+1|st = s)] (8)

= Eππq(s, a) (9)

The optimization objective of the state-value function and the action-243

value function is to minimize the error between the predicted value and the244

true action value in Eq. 4. For instance, the optimization objective of the245

action-value function can be formulated as:246

Jq =
1

2
[q(s, a)− q̂(s, a)]2 (10)

2.2.3. Experience replay247

Experience replay is an important training technique in DRL, which248

breaks the correlations among training data (DRL exploration experience)249

and improves the utilization of the training data. Instead of training the DRL250
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with the exploration experience et = (st, at, rt, st+1) directly, experience re-251

play stores every exploration experience into an experience memory. When252

updating the parameters, experience replay samples a batch of training data253

from the experience memory. Thus the correlation among inputted training254

data is broken, and every experience can be utilized multi-times.255

3. Method256

The WSTS leverages a Teacher Module to exploit the tumor knowledge257

in the enhanced image as guidance to train a Student Module so that the258

Student Module is able to detect and segment the tumor from the non-259

enhanced image independently in the testing stage (Fig. 5). In detail, 1) the260

Teacher Module (Sec. 3.1) deploys the Dual-strategy DRL (DDRL) and the261

Uncertainty-Sifting Self-Ensembling (USSE) to obtain a tumor mask in the262

enhanced image. The DDRL deploys two newly-designed Relative-entropy-263

biased Actor-Critics (RACs) to develop tumor detection strategies and de-264

termine the tumor location. The USSE designs a Multi-scale Uncertainty-265

estimation (MU) and integrates it with the Self-Ensembling (SE) to predict a266

pixel-level tumor mask for the box-level-label data. 2) The Student Module267

(Sec. 3.2) employs a Student DDRL (SDDRL) and a Student DenseUNet268

(SDUNet) to learn tumor segmentation under the guidance of the Teacher269

Module in the non-enhanced image. The SDDRL imitates the DDRL to learn270

tumor detection strategies. The SDUNet utilizes the USSE’s tumor mask as271

a pseudo-pixel-level label (additional to the manual pixel-level label) to learn272

the tumor segmentation.273

3.1. Teacher Module274

The Teacher Module employs the Dual-strategy DRL (DDRL) and the275

Uncertainty-Sifting Self-Ensembling (USSE) to detect the tumor in the en-276

hanced image and predict a tumor mask for the box-level-labeled data. Thus277

the Teacher Module is able to guide the Student Module to detect and278

segment the tumor in the non-enhanced image. The DDRL deploys two279

proposed Relative-entropy-biased Actor-Critics (RACs) to self-learn the tu-280

mor detection strategies and fuses their detection results to output the final281

optimal tumor detection. The USSE embeds the Multi-scale Uncertainty-282

estimation (MU) into the SE to improve the reliability of the tumor mask.283
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DDRL (Sec. 3.1) coordinates two newly-designed Relative-entropy-biased 

Actor-Critic (RAC) to develop dual tumor detection strategies

Enhanced image

SDDRL (Sec. 3.3) trains RACs to learn the detection strategies by imitating 

the Teacher Module’s strategies

USSE (Sec. 3.2) designs a Multi-scale Uncertainty-

estimation (MU) and embeds it into SE to predict 

the tumor mask

Reliable pixel-level 

tumor mask

SDUNet (Sec. 3.4) learns to segment the 

tumor under the supervision of USE

The fused tumor 

detection

Tumor segmentation in 

the non-enhanced image

Teacher Module

Student Module

SDUNet

Non-enhanced image

Dual tumor detection 

strategies

The fused tumor 

detection

Tumor 

pre-prediction 

SE Multi-scale 

Uncertainty-estimationRAC

RAC

RAC

RAC

Tumor 

mask

Detection 

strategies

Figure 5: Our WSTS leverages a Teacher Module to train a Student Module so that the
Student Module is able to segment the tumor from the non-enhanced image independently.
The Teacher Module deploys a DDRL and a USSE to detect and segment the tumor in the
enhanced image. The Student Module employs an SDDRL and an SDUNet to learn tumor
segmentation under the guidance of the Teacher Module in the non-enhanced image.

3.1.1. Dual-strategy DRL (DDRL)284

The DDRL (Fig. 6) learns to detect the tumor in the enhanced image285

by coordinating two newly-proposed Relative-entropy-biased Actor-Critics286

(RACs), thereby teaching the Student Module the image structural features287

to detect the tumor in the non-enhanced image. In particular, the DDRL288

makes the two RAC detect the same tumor with the respective strategy and289

then fuses their detection results after reaching the maximum searching steps290

as the ultimate detection. The DDRL avoids the occasion in a single strategy291

DRL that sticks into sub-optimal and leads to inaccurate tumor detection. To292

this purpose, the DDRL stimulates each RAC to 1) explore various strategies293

by maximizing the entropy of explored strategy distribution; 2) take the294

other RAC’s decision into consideration when learning its own strategy by295

maximizing the relative entropy between the developed strategies. Exploring296

various strategies increases the exploration to the liver image and the RAC297

stability. Considering the other RAC’s strategy prevents the two RACs from298

falling into the same sub-optimal and thus improves the data utilization299

effectiveness.300

Environmental element design for the RAC. The DDRL builds301

respective environmental elements (state space S, action space A and re-302

ward/feedback scheme R) for the two RACs (RAC 1 & RAC 2) to allow303
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Figure 6: The Dual-strategy DRL (DDRL) deploys two newly-proposed RACs to detect
the tumor with respective strategy and fuses their detection results as ultimate tumor
detection. The DDRL stimulates each RAC to 1) explore various strategies by maximiz-
ing the entropy of explored strategy distribution; 2) take the other RAC’s decision into
consideration when learning its own strategy by maximizing the relative entropy between
the developed strategies.

them to learn respective tumor detection strategies π1(at|st) and π2(at|st).304

The element composition for each RAC i, (i ∈ [1, 2]) is designed as follows:305

– State st ∈ Si, (i ∈ [1, 2]) describes the surroundings and content of the306

adaptive box. In the DDRL, the state is a concatenation of the enhanced307

image and an attention map, where the attention map is built by the adaptive308

box (hard attention). This state arrangement allows the RAC to observe the309

entire distribution of image data and explore the liver image by transforming310

this box around the image to focus on different liver anatomy through the311

box. Note that, for the initial state of the RAC 1, the adaptive box locates312

in the middle of the image upper part. For the initial state of the RAC 2,313

the adaptive box locates in the middle of the image bottom part. The two314

initial states located oppositely enable the two RACs to detect the tumor315

with different strategies to the greatest extent.316

– Action at ∈ Ai, i ∈ [1, 2] denotes the transformations of the adaptive box317

in the parametric space. The action at is determined by the strategy πi(at|st)318

for a state st. In the DDRL, the action is a vector that indicates the direction319

and stride length to translate and scale the box horizontally and vertically.320

The action space Ai is continuous. Thus at has the ability to adjust the size321

and scale of the adaptive box, which allows the RAC to translate and scale322

the adaptive box to fit various-shaped tumors. The continuous action space323

means the stride length is any value in the given range instead of a few preset324
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discrete.325

– Reward function r ∈ Ri encodes the feedback from the label to the action326

for the agent network training. In the DDRL, both RACs have the same327

reward function formula. The reward function formula denotes the reward328

as the exponent of the detection accuracy improvement caused by the action:329

r(st, at) =

{
e−dt ∆ > 0
0 ∆ ≤ 0

(11)

Where dt is the detection accuracy after the action at, which is evaluated by330

the sum of the Euclidean distance between the adaptive box’s four vertices331

and the bounding-box’s four vertices. ∆ is the decreasing of d caused by332

the action, namely, ∆ = dt−1 − dt. When the adaptive box coincides with333

the tumor bounding box, the reward is maximum (i.e., r = 1). Thus, to334

obtain the maximum sum of rewards, each RAC learns to 1) transform the335

adaptive box with optimal action to approach the tumor bounding-box, so336

that ∆ > 0 and r > 0; 2) transform the adaptive box to match the tumor337

bounding-box, so that dt = 0 and r = 1. Such an exponential-increasing338

reward function can effectively address the DRL slow learning mechanism339

(Zhang et al., 2020). Moreover, as training, the sum of the obtained reward340

for the RAC is increasing. And in the testing stage, the reward function is341

no longer considered.342

Learning objective for the RAC. The DDRL designs following opti-
mization objective for each RAC to address the tumor detection (here taking
RAC 1 as an example, the optimization of RAC 2 follows the same principle):

J(π1) =
∑

t

E(st,at)∼ρπ1 {r(st, at)

+α[H(π1(·|st)) +DKL1(π1(·|st)||π2(·|st))]} (12)

Where
∑

t E(st,at)∼ρπ1r(st, at) is the objective of traditional DRL, namely, the343

sum of obtained rewards. Maximizing this item aims to guide the RAC 1 to344

approach and achieve the task goal. H(π1(·|st)) represents the entropy of the345

strategy, which is inspired by the Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) method (Haarnoja346

et al., 2018). Maximizing this entropy aims to guide the RAC 1 to approach347

the target goal with different strategies. In other words, it guides the RAC 1348

to explore the liver image as randomly as possible, as well as improves the349

RAC 1 stability. Also, this entropy enables DRL to collect more training data350

(transition experience) from the limited data samples (liver images), which351
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addresses the DRL non-convergence issue effectively. DKL1(π1(·|st)||π2(·|st))352

denotes the relative entropy between RACs. Maximizing this item aims353

to stimulate the RAC 1 to develop a distinct strategy from the RAC 2354

developed. Maximizing the relative entropy prevents two RACs from falling355

into the same strategy, thereby improving the tumor detection performance.356

In particular, when optimizing the RAC 1, the DDRL takes the decision357

made by the RAC 2 into consideration and enables the RAC 1 to make a358

different decision from the RAC 2 made. α is a temperature parameter that359

determines the relative importance of the entropy against the reward. For360

the following derivation, we will omit writing the temperature explicitly, as361

it can always be subsumed into the reward by scaling it by α−1.362

Optimization procedure for the learning objective. To make each363

RAC achieve the above learning objective, the DDRL refers to the actor-critic364

method. In particular, the DDRL constructs a new state-value function V1365

and a new action-value function Q1 (together as the critic) to evaluate and366

guide a strategy function π1 (as the actor) to develop the strategy. Tak-367

ing both value functions (i.e., state-value and action value) can improve the368

training stability and increase the training efficiency in the state-of-art re-369

searches (Haarnoja et al., 2018). The state value function V1 for the strategy370

π1 is trained to minimize the squared residual error:371

J(V1) = Est∼D
{

1

2
(V1(st)− E[Qat∼π1(st, at)− logπ2(at|st)at∼π2 ])2

}
(13)

where D is a replay buffer sampled from the replay-experience memory (refer372

to Sec. 2.2.3). π2(at|st) acts as a bias term, which takes the action at made373

by π2 under the state st into consideration. The derivation from Eq. 12374

to Eq. 13 can be seen in Appendix A. Based on the Eq. 13, the value375

functions of two RACs are optimized alternately. Namely, when updating376

one RAC, the other RAC only provides a bias term instead of participating377

in updating. The action-value function Q1 can be trained to minimize the378

Bellman residual:379

J(Q1) = E(st,at)∼D[
1

2
(Q1(st, at)− Q̂1(st, at))

2] (14)

with380

Q̂1(st, at) = r(st, at) + ζEst+1 [V1(st+1)] (15)
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The DDRL represents the strategy function π1 with the distribution of381

the action-value function Q1 (refer to Eq. 5), namely:382

π1(st, at) ∝ exp(Q1(st, at)) (16)

Thus the updating of strategy function π1 is to make the distribution of383

strategy closer to the distribution of Q1. Here, refer to SAC(Haarnoja et al.,384

2018), the DDRL employs and minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence385

of the distributions, i.e., the DDRL aims to find the strategy when the KL386

divergence of the strategy distribution and action-value distribution is mini-387

mum:388

J(π1) = Est∼DDKL2(π1(·|st)||
exp(Q1(st, ·))

Z(st)
) (17)

Where the partition function Z(st) normalizes the distribution, it does not389

contribute to the gradient with respect to the new strategy and can thus be390

ignored. The networks to approximate the state-value function, action-value391

function, and the strategy function can be seen in Appendix B.392

Fusing the tumor detection from the dual RACs. After the dual393

RACs develop respective tumor detection strategies and propose respective394

tumor detection boxes, the DDRL adopts the union of two boxes as the395

ultimate detection result for subsequent tumor segmentation. Compared396

with one detection box from a single strategy that usually covers most parts397

of the tumor area instead of the whole tumor, the fused union box from two398

totally various strategies covers more tumor areas. Even the two boxes have399

no overlap, the fused union box can cover more tumor areas. Thus the DDRL400

improves the detection quality effectively and outputs a more accurate tumor401

detection box for subsequent tumor segmentation.402

3.1.2. Uncertainty-Sifting Self-Ensembling (USSE)403

The USSE (Fig. 7) predicts tumor masks for the box-level-labeled data by404

integrating the Self-Ensembling (SE) with a proposed Multi-scale Uncertainty-405

estimation (MU), thereby converting the box-level label into a pseudo-pixel-406

level label (additional to the manual pixel-level label) to improve the Stu-407

dent Module. SE, as a weakly-supervised method, segments the tumor with408

partial pixel-level-labeled data and partial box-level-labeled data. MU, as409

a newly proposed uncertainty-estimation method, sifts the reliable segmen-410

tation from the unreliable and improves the segmentation accuracy. The411

USSE consists of two models (an online model and a target model). The412
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Figure 7: The Uncertainty-Sifting Self-Ensembling (USSE) builds an online model and a
target model to build the self-consistency loss and exploit the box-level-labeled data. The
prediction of the target model sifted by the Multi-scale Uncertainty-estimation (MU) is
employed as a reliable prediction to constrain the segmentation of the online model. The
MU creatively introduces multi-scale attention into the uncertainty-estimation to increase
the observational uncertainty and thus improve the estimation accuracy of the prediction
uncertainty.

target model’s parameter is the ensemble of the online model’s. Both models413

take the enhanced image and the DDRL detection box as input and output414

tumor segmentation. Considering the ensemble segmentation from the target415

model is more accurate than that from the online model (Cui et al., 2019),416

the online model learns from the target model by minimizing the consistency417

between the two segmentation. The training loss for the USSE is formulated418

as:419

L =

supervised loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
Ls[f(x, η, δ), y] +γ

self-consistency loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
Lg[f(x, η, δ), f(x, η′, δ′)] (18)

The first item in the above equation right part is the supervised loss. In420

particular, the USSE builds the online model and the target model with the421

same Dense U-Net architecture (Guan et al., 2019) and respective parameters422

δ and δ′. The δ′ is updated by an exponential moving average (EMA) strategy423

every time after the parameters δ is updated (namely, δ′ = βδ′ + (1 − β)δ,424

where β is the EMA decay to control the updating rate). For an enhanced425

liver image with the pixel-level label y, the USSE concatenates the image and426
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detection box as the input x, adds random noise η, and feeds the input into427

the online model. Then according to the supervised loss Ls[f(x, η, δ), y] to428

update the online model’s parameters. Here, the supervised loss Ls is Dice429

loss, which performs greatly in imbalanced-task (the imbalance between the430

tumor area and the background area). Moreover, such a loss function and431

ground-truth enable the online model to extract tumor shape information432

and predict tumor masks accurately. γ is a ramp-up weighting coefficient433

(Yu et al., 2019) that controls the trade-off between the two items in the434

above equation.435

The second item in the above equation right part is self-consistency loss.436

No matter the inputted data has a pixel-level label, the target model’s predic-437

tion f(x, η′, δ′) is deployed as a potential target to restrict the online model’s438

prediction f(x, η, δ). Namely, the online model is also updated by the self-439

consistency loss Lg[f(x, η, δ), f(x, η′, δ′)]:440

Lg[f(x, η, θ), f(x, η′, θ′)] =

∑
Π(u < H)‖f(x, η, θ), f(x, η′, θ′)‖2∑

Π(u < H)
(19)

Where ‖·‖2 is the pixel-to-pixel square distance to measure the self-consistency441

loss between two predictions. The definition for a pixel with index [m, n]442

is
[
f(x(m,n), η, θ)− f(x(m,n), η

′, θ′)
]2

. More importantly, to increase the re-443

liability of the self-consistency loss, an indicator function Π(u < H) is de-444

ployed to filter the high-uncertainty prediction. u is the proposed Multi-scale445

Uncertainty-estimation (MU) to the prediction of every pixel and H is an446

adaptive uncertainty threshold. In particular, considering different attentions447

lead to different segmentation (Han et al., 2018), MU introduces multi-scale448

attentions into the uncertainty-estimation to increase the observation uncer-449

tainty. As shown in Fig. 7, MU adapts the original detection box to nine450

new attention boxes and builds nine different inputs ({xt}Tt=1 , T = 9). These451

nine boxes contain three sizes (original size, original size *1.2, original size452

* 1.4), and three scales (1:1, 1:2, 2:1) for each size. Then, MU introduces453

Gauss noise to these nine inputs ({xt}Tt=1 , T = 9) and feeds them into the454

target model during forward propagation. These nine different inputs result455

in nine tumor probability maps ({Pt}Tt=1 , T = 9). Then the uncertainty is456

evaluated according to the predictive entropy u and the average prediction457

µ (Eq. 20).458
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µ = 1
T

∑T
t=1 Pt

u = −µlogµ (20)

For each input, H is determined adaptively by the overall uncertainty of459

this input, it can be formulated as: H = β′umax + (1 − β′)umin. β′ is a460

time-dependent warming up function (Laine and Aila, 2016; Tarvainen and461

Valpola, 2017) to increase the uncertainty threshold gradually.462

3.2. Student module463

The Student Module consists of a Student DDRL (SDDRL) and a Student464

Dense U-Net (SDUNet) to receive guidance and assistance from the Teacher465

Module to learn to detect and segment the tumor in the non-enhanced image.466

The SDDRL imitates the DDRL to learn the tumor detection strategies and467

determines the tumor location in the non-enhanced image for subsequent468

segmentation. The SDUNet learns to segment the detected tumor under the469

supervision of the pseudo-pixel-level label from the USSE and the manual470

pixel-level label. After the above learning process, in the testing stage, the471

Student Module is deployed to detect and segment the tumor from the non-472

enhanced image independently without the assistance of the Teacher Module.473

3.2.1. Student Dual-strategy DRL (SDDRL)474

The SDDRL is built based on the DDRL architecture to detect the tu-475

mor in the non-enhanced image. During the training stage, the SDDRL476

follows the DDRL’s strategies to transform the adaptive box iteratively and477

determine the tumor location and size in the non-enhanced image. Such a478

strategy following allows the SDDRL to learn the optimal action to approach479

the tumor by observing the different liver anatomy through the adaptive box.480

Thus, during the testing stage, the SDDRL is able to select actions step by481

step to detect the tumor independently in the non-enhanced image. More482

importantly, without guidance from the DDRL, it is difficult for the SDDRL483

to catch weak features in the non-enhanced image, which usually causes the484

SDDRL to explore the useless image area repetitively. By following the485

DDRL’s actions step by step to learn the tumor detection strategies instead486

of self-exploring the non-enhanced image, the SDDRL is able to converge487

fast and avoids over-fitting.488

For the framework and the environmental element design, the SDDRL489

builds the same dual RACs as the DDRL and the similar element composi-490

tions (the state, the action, and the reward function). Particularly, the liver491
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image in the state is replaced by the non-enhanced one. The action and the492

reward to train the RACs follow the corresponding values in the DDRL.493

For the optimization procedure, the SDDRL learns to develop its own494

tumor-detecting strategy according to the guidance from the DDRL. In our495

implementation, SDDRL employs the same RACs and the same optimization496

process as the DDRL. Note that SDDRL can also be built with other (con-497

tinuous action space) DRL algorithms. This is because SDDRL and DDRL498

only share the strategy and the reward without any intersection between499

their optimization procedures.500

3.2.2. Student Dense U-Net (SDUNet)501

The SDUNet learns to segment tumors from non-enhanced images based502

on the attention of the SDDRL and the supervision from the USSE. The503

SDUNet builds a hard attention map according to the tumor detection box504

proposed by the SDDRL and concatenates the attention map with the non-505

enhanced image together as the input. The SDUNet deploys a Dense U-Net506

(Guan et al., 2019) as the main segmentation model. The SDUNet learns to507

segment the tumor under the supervision of the pseudo-pixel-level label from508

the USSE (in the box-level-labeled data) and the manual pixel-level label (in509

the pixel-level-labeled data). The training loss for the SDUNet is:510

L = γ′
box level label︷ ︸︸ ︷

Lb[F (x, η), f(x, η)] +

pixel level label︷ ︸︸ ︷
Lp[F (x, η), y] (21)

Where γ′ is the ramp-up weighting coefficient (Yu et al., 2019) that controls511

the trade-off between the supportive ground-truth (box-level-labeled data)512

and the manual ground-truth (pixel-level-labeled data). Lb and Lp are Dice513

loss between the tumor segmentation (F (x, η)) and the ground-truth (f(x, η)514

or y). Dice loss effectively addresses the imbalance between the area of515

background and the area of the tumor (Milletari et al., 2016). Moreover,516

the Dice coefficient is one of the most important matrices to evaluate tumor517

segmentation performance. Thus taking Dice as the loss function promotes518

the model to improve segmentation accuracy.519

With the tumor detection box from the SDDRL as hard attention, the520

SDUNet is able to focus on the tumor region instead of being interfered with521

by the background. Such attention-focusing is crucial for the small and low-522

contrast tumor segmentation. With the pseudo-pixel-level from the USSE523

and manual label as the supervision, the SDUNet is able to learn to extract524

the inconspicuous tumor feature in the pixel-level from the non-enhanced525
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image systemically. With the Dense UNet that integrates two effective tools526

(the U-Net (Ronneberger et al., 2015) and Dense Block Huang et al. (2017))527

as the segmentation network, the SDUNet retains the information flow and528

gradient flow in the model maximally to segment the tumor details.529

4. Experiment530

4.1. Data acquirement531

In the validation, 250 patients with liver axial MRI images are selected,532

including 150 Hemangioma, 100 Hepatocellular Carcinoma. All subjects533

obeyed the initial standard clinical liver MRI protocol examinations. The534

non-enhanced liver MRI images (T2WI) were obtained by a 3-T MRI system535

(GE Signa), where the image size is 256×256, the slice thickness is 6mm,536

and the pixel spacing is 1.2882 mm. The enhanced liver MRI images (T1FS)537

using Fat Saturation sequence 20 seconds-10 minutes after intravenous in-538

jection of a gadolinium-based contrast agent (0.1 mmol/kg; Bayer Schering539

Pharma AG, Berlin, Germany), where the image size is 512×512, the slice540

thickness is 4mm, and the pixel spacing is 0.6441 mm. A radiologist with541

seven years of experience in MR Liver imaging analyzed the enhanced images542

and labeled the manual contour of the dominant index lesion in each scan as543

ground truth. WSTS randomly selects 200 patients for training and uses the544

remaining 50 patients for independent testing. Based on the ground-truth,545

the mean long-axis lesion size was 3.2 cm (SD: 2.9 cm; Min: 0.8 cm; Max:546

22.0 cm). The tumor area makes up an average of 1.6% of the image area.547

4.2. Implementation details548

Input preprocessing. In the training stage, all the original non-enhanced549

T2WI images of 256×256 are fed into WSTS. The slice of the enhanced T1FS550

image and the ground-truth that correspond to the non-enhanced image are551

selected and resized to 256×256. The box-level label and the pixel-level label552

for tumor detection and tumor segmentation are deduced from the manual553

contour. Namely, regarding the bounding-box of manual contour as the box-554

level label and highlighting the inside of manual contour as the pixel-level555

label. Such a bounding-box is the smallest and most challenging for pre-556

cise tumor proposals. Since the tumor proposal is employed as an attention557

in our method, such a bounding-box is the best in improving segmentation558

performance. To create the bounding box and retrain our system clinically,559
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the radiologist only needs to annotate a bounding box surrounding the tu-560

mor (two clicks in the top-left and bottom-right corners). Such a two-clicks561

annotating saves much time and energy than a contour annotating. In the562

testing stage, only the non-enhanced T2 WI image is employed.563

Hyper-parameter setting. The experience replay memory sizes for564

each Teacher RAC and Student RAC are 20000 and 30000, respectively. For565

the learning rate, the initial rate in the Teacher Module and Student Module566

starts with 1e−3 and 1e−4 respectively, ends with 1e−6 based on the decay567

coefficient 0.8. The replay buffer size in all DRL methods is 80. The stopping568

criteria of an episode in the DDRL and the SDDRL is the agents reaching the569

maximum searching steps, which is 35. For the optimizer, all DRL methods570

deploy Adam, and other methods deploy SGD. The initial box size when571

building the state in the DDRL and the SDDRL is 24 ∗ 24. The step sizes of572

translation and scale in action are [0−6] pixels and [0−4] pixels, respectively.573

ζ in the DDRL is 0.99. The initial temperature parameter in the DDRL α574

is set as 1.0. β in the EMA is 0.99 to update the target model parameters.575

The range of Gauss noise in the USSE is [-0.1, 0.1]. Drop-out is deployed576

with a rate of 0.1 in every convolution layer and fully connected layer. All577

the ramp-up and warming-up functions (including γ, γ′, and β′) start from 0578

and increase with an exponential ramp-up as the training procedure (Laine579

and Aila, 2016).580

Software and hardware settings. WSTS is implemented with the581

PyTorch deep learning framework (version 1.4.1) with 8 NVIDIA GTX 1080582

GPUs and 48 Intel Xeon CPUs under Ubuntu 16.04. The CUDA version is583

10.0, and the GPU driver version is 410.78.584

Training strategy. The training principle of WSTS consists of three585

steps: 1) DDRL and SDDRL are training simultaneously to propose tumor586

location accurately; 2) USSE is trained with the proposal of DDRL, where587

the location and size of tumor proposal are added random noise to increase588

the robustness of USSE; 3) SDUNet is trained with the proposal of SDDRL589

and the pseudo label of USSE, where the location and size of tumor proposal590

are also added random noise to increase the robustness of SDUNet.591

4.3. Evaluation criteria592

Our experiments evaluate tumor segmentation results with the following593

criteria. The tumor possibility threshold for every pixel is 0.75. Namely,594

when the prediction possibility for a pixel is higher than 0.75, this pixel is595

classified as a tumor pixel. Otherwise, it is classified as a background pixel.596
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Recall measures the rate that the prediction is correct out of the tumor597

segmentation. The Recall is formulated as:598

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
× 100% (22)

where TP is the number of pixels that are predicted as the tumor and consis-599

tent with the ground-truth. FN is the number of pixels that are predicted as600

background but inconsistent with the ground-truth, namely, the pixels truly601

belong to tumors. The Recall value locates between 0 to 1. The value is602

closer to 1 means more tumor pixels are classified correctly.603

Dice coefficient evaluates the overlap between the tumor prediction and604

the ground-truth. Dice is formulated as:605

Dice =
2× |P ∩G|
|P ∪G| × 100% (23)

where |P∩G| counts the number of pixels that belong to the tumor prediction606

P and ground-truth G. |P ∪ G| counts the number of pixels that belong to607

the tumor prediction P or belong to the ground-truth G. Dice value locates608

between 0 to 1. The value is closer to 1 indicates more tumor pixels in the609

prediction are correct, and fewer tumor pixels in the ground-truth are missed.610

95% Hausdorff distance (95HD) evaluates the respective distance be-611

tween the tumor boundary in the tumor prediction and the tumor boundary612

in the ground-truth. Firstly, maximum HD is defined as:613

HD(p, g) = max(h(p, g), h(g, p)) (24)

where p, g denote the tumor boundary point set respectively in the prediction614

P and the ground-truth G. While h(g, r) is called the directed Hausdorff615

distance and is given by h(g, r) = maxgi∈gminri∈r||gi−ri||, where ||gi−ri|| is616

Euclidean distance in our evaluation. 95HD calculates the 95th percentile of617

the maximum HD between boundary points in the prediction and the ground-618

truth to eliminate the impact of a very small subset of the outliers. 95HD619

value is larger than 0. A smaller 95HD value indicates a higher consistency620

between the prediction boundary and the ground-truth boundary.621

Cohen Kappa Coefficient (KAP) (Cohen, 1960) is a measure of agree-622

ment between the segmentation and the ground-truth. As an advantage over623

other evaluation matrices, KAP is more robust because it takes into account624
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the agreement caused by chance. KAP is given by:625

KAP =
fa − fc
N − fc

(25)

Where N is the total number of observations, in our case it is the pixel626

numbers. fa and fc can be expressed in terms of four overlap cardinalities:627

fa = TP + TN

fc = (TN+FN)(TN+FP )+(FP+TP )(FN+TP )
N

(26)

Where TP and FN have been defined in the Recall. TN is the number of628

pixels which are predicted as background correctly. FP is the number of629

pixels which are predicted as tumor but actually belong to the background.630

KAP value locates between 0 and 1. The value is closer to 1 indicates more631

tumor pixels are predicted with high-uncertainty instead of by chance.632

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves are produced by633

plotting the true positive rate (TPR or sensitivity) as y-axis against the634

false positive rate (FPR or 1-specificity) as x-axis at various classification635

threshold settings. ROC curves effectively illustrate the diagnostic ability of636

a binary classifier system. The classification threshold is varied to move along637

the curves. More specifically, as the curve moves from the bottom-left corner638

to the top-right corner in ROC space, the classification threshold is decreased,639

which leads to more positive results; thus, the sensitivity is increased, and640

the specificity is decreased. The ROC curve for a classification system is641

closer to the top-left corner, the diagnostic ability of this classification system642

is stronger. This is because the top-left corner of the ROC space represents643

100% sensitivity (no false negatives) and 100% specificity (no false positives).644

4.4. Experimental setting645

4.4.1. Control experiments646

Considering that deploying a normal DRL and a normal SE to segment647

the tumor from non-enhanced images directly as the baseline method, control648

experiments evaluate the efficiency of newly-proposed innovations to the liver649

tumor segmentation. Our control experiments 1) implement the baseline650

method and evaluate the segmentation result with the above metrics; 2)651

employ the weakly-supervised teacher-student framework (TCH-ST) based652

on the baseline method, namely, exploit the enhanced image to assist during653

training and evaluate the result with the above metrics. Specifically, both654
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Teacher Module and Student Module take a normal DRL to learn the tumor655

detection strategy, and the Teacher Module utilizes a normal SE to assist the656

Student Module. 3) replace the normal DRL in the above TCH-ST with the657

newly-proposed DDRL and evaluate the segmentation result with the above658

criteria to investigate the effectiveness of the DDRL. 4) replace the normal659

SE in the above TCH-ST with the newly-proposed USSE and evaluate the660

segmentation with the above criteria to investigate the advantage of the661

USSE.662

4.4.2. Ablation experiments663

Based on the WSTS framework, ablation experiments compare the in-664

fluence caused by different DRL methods to the ultimate segmentation. In665

particular, the experiment replaces SAC in DDRL with Deep Q-learning666

DQN (Mnih et al., 2013) and Advantage Actor-Critic (A2C) respectively to667

display the advantage of SAC in this task. DQN is the most typical DRL668

method deployed in medical image analysis (Ghesu et al., 2016; Alansary669

et al., 2018). A2C is a continuous action space DRL method, which is also670

employed in recent years(Dai et al., 2019). The ablation experiment employs671

two DQNs and two A2Cs to achieve the dual tumor detection strategies,672

where the relative-entropy maximization is also deployed as the same as the673

DDRL.674

Based on the WSTS framework, ablation experiments compare the effec-675

tiveness of different semi-supervised methods to the ultimate segmentation,676

namely, compare the ability of different methods to exploit the box-level-677

labeled data. In particular, the experiment deploys DAN (Zhang et al., 2017),678

TCSE(Li et al., 2018b) and, MCSE (Yu et al., 2019) to replace the USSE.679

The DAN adopts two adversarial networks to enable the tumor prediction in680

the non-pixel-level-labeled data to approach the correct segmentation. The681

TCSE utilizes segmentation consistency before and after the image transfor-682

mation. The MCSE embeds the Monte-Carlo uncertainty-estimation into a683

normal SE to output a reliable prediction.684

Based on the WSTS framework, the ablation experiment also compares685

the effectiveness of different divergence measurements in DDRL to the ul-686

timate segmentation. The ablation experiment replaces the KL-divergence687

(KL-DIV) with Wasserstein distance (W-DST) in DDRL and evaluates the688

segmentation difference.689
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4.4.3. Inter-comparison experiments690

Inter-comparison experiments firstly compare our method with other meth-691

ods to segment liver tumors from non-enhanced images, which includes two692

kinds of baseline methods, i.e., U-Net(Ronneberger et al., 2015) and Mask693

R-CNN(He et al., 2017), and two state-of-art methods, i.e., RgGAN (Xiao694

et al., 2019) and PSCGAN (Xu et al., 2020). U-Net and Mask R-CNN are695

used widely in medical image segmentation. They are trained and tested696

only on the non-enhanced image. RgGAN and PSCGAN are assisted by the697

enhanced image during the training stage. More particularly, PSCGAN is698

an advanced method to segment the ischemic heart image, which synthesizes699

the enhanced image and then inputs both non-enhanced and synthesized en-700

hanced images to get the segmentation. The inter-comparison experiments701

train the above methods with all pixel-level-labeled data (200 patients) and702

half pixel-level-labeled data (100 patients), respectively, and evaluate the703

validation result with the criteria.704

Inter-comparison experiments also compare our method’s performance on705

non-enhanced images with two state-of-art liver tumor segmentation methods706

on enhanced images, i.e., H-DUNet (Li et al., 2018a) and Res-UNet (Han,707

2017). This experiment is to demonstrate our method can be a candidate708

tool for radiologists to get tumor segmentation without contrast-agents and709

make a safer diagnosis.710

4.4.4. Comparisons for proposed modules711

Comparisons for proposed modules evaluate USSE and regular SE seg-712

mentation in the enhanced image to show the effectiveness of the proposed713

Multi-scale Uncertainty-estimation (MU).714

Comparisons for proposed modules also evaluate the tumor proposal and715

segmentation accuracy when employing various numbers of DRL agents to716

show the reason that WSTS only employs two DRL agents. All experiments717

were done under the same training data (100 pixel-level labeled and 100718

box-level labeled). The tumor proposal accuracy is evaluated by Intersection-719

over-Union (IoU) and Recall between the proposed box and the ground-truth720

box.721

4.4.5. Hyperparameter-selection experiment722

Hyperparameter-selection experiment evaluates the effectiveness of the723

temperature in DDRL learning objective to the tumor proposal accuracy.724
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The experiment sets the temperature α as 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 to observe the725

proposal performance.726

4.5. Experimental result727

HEMANGIOMA (benign tumor)
HEPATOCELLULAR CARCINOMA 

(HCC, cancerous tumor)

Enhanced images 

(for ground-truth)

Non-enhanced images 

(our input)

Segmentation

Zoomed 

segmentation

Figure 8: Tumor segmentation visualization presents that WSTS achieves a high overlap
between the tumor prediction (green area) and the ground-truth (blue contour). In the
non-enhanced image, the tumor is low-contrast and barely visible compared with that in
the enhanced image.

4.5.1. Comprehensive analysis728

Qualitative evaluation of WSTS performance. Fig. 8 visually dis-729

plays some segmentation samples in the testing data compared against the730

ground-truth after WSTS is trained by 100 pixel-level labels and 100 box-731

level labels. The high overlap between the segmentation (green mask) and the732

ground-truth (blue contour) demonstrates that WSTS effectively segments733

tumors from non-enhanced images with excellent accuracy. The displayed734

images from two kinds of tumors (Hemangioma and HCC) cover various tu-735

mor contrasts, including visible, barely visible, and invisible to naked eyes.736

WSTS demonstrates great robustness by overcoming the low-contrast of these737

tumors. In Fig. 8, every tumor is identified accurately, which indicates that738

WSTS can develop the tumor detection strategy and determine the tumor739

location in the non-enhanced image. The high coincidence between the mask740
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Table 1: Control experimental result.

Method
label used Metrics

pixel-level box-level Dice[%] 95HD[mm] Recall[%] KAP [%]
Baseline 100 100 51.65±24.66 4.83±1.14 56.16±30.20 51.58±24.67
TCH-ST 100 100 74.93±19.93 4.28±1.06 82.48±22.67 74.86±19.94

TCH-ST+DDRL 100 100 79.68±18.44 4.16±1.07 84.69±15.71 79.64±18.45
TCH-ST+USSE 100 100 79.71±11.41 4.11±0.94 84.39±11.52 79.66±10.44

WSTS 100 100 83.11±12.11 3.96±0.96 85.12±12.46 83.07±11.12

contour and the ground-truth contour indicates that WSTS can capture tu-741

mor features and segment the tumor accurately.742

Quantitative evaluation of WSTS result. Based on the quantita-743

tive result in the last row of Tab. 1, WSTS overall obtains accurate tumor744

segmentation. In detail, WSTS achieves 83.11±12.11% in Dice, 3.96 ± 0.96745

mm in 95HD, 85.12 ± 12.46% in Recall, and 83.07 ± 11.12 in KAP. The high746

Dice and Recall values indicate the SDDRL detects the tumor accurately, and747

the SDUNet distinguishes most tumor pixels from the non-enhanced image748

correctly. The low 95HD value indicates that even in the weakly-supervised749

manner, the USSE facilitates WSTS to predict the tumor boundary accu-750

rately. The high KAP value indicates the SDUNet has a strong classification751

ability to classify every tumor pixel instead of predicting by chance. It also752

illustrates the pseudo label from the USSE is effective. The ROC curve in753

Fig. 9 illustrates the strong tumor segmentation ability of WSTS. The AUC754

of the ROC is close to 1.0, which proves from another aspect that WSTS has755

a great ability to classify each pixel correctly. Also, the computation time756

of training and testing is 19.36s and 1.16s per image. The reason that the757

computation time of training is so long is sampling training data from the758

experience memory costs lots of time.759

4.5.2. Evaluation of control experiments760

Based on the evaluation result in Tab. 1 and Fig. 9, the control experiment761

validates the DDRL and the USSE improve the tumor segmentation accuracy762

and stability effectively.763

The baseline method performs poorly to segment the tumor from the764

non-enhanced image directly. According to Tab. 1, the baseline method765

achieves 51.65 ± 24.66% in Dice, 4.83 ± 1.14 mm in 95HD, 56.16 ± 30.20%766

in Recall, and 51.58 ± 24.67 in KAP. The low mean Dice and Recall values,767

high mean 95HD value and low KAP value indicate the baseline method has768
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no capability to segment the tumor from the non-enhanced image. In other769

words, almost half of tumor pixels are classified falsely, and the segmentation770

contour coincides with the ground-truth poorly. The gentle ROC curve in771

Fig. 9 also explains the segmentation ability of the baseline method is weak,772

where the AUC (area under the curve) is only almost 0.6.773

The weakly-supervised teacher-student framework (TCH-ST) addresses774

the tumor segmentation from the non-enhanced image by exploiting the en-775

hanced image and assisting the segmentation training in the non-enhanced776

image. Based on the Tab. 1 and Fig. 9, after the TCH-ST is employed, the777

segmentation performance is much improved from all aspects. Dice value778

reaches 74.93±24.66%, 95HD decreases to 4.28 ± 1.06 mm, Recall value and779

KAP value increases to 82.48 ± 22.67% and 74.86 ± 19.94% respectively,780

and the ROC curve also becomes steep. The Dice, Recall, and KAP im-781

provements indicate that the TCH-ST effectively distinguishes tumor pixels782

correctly from the background. The decreased 95HD indicates TCH-ST has783

a more robust capability to capture the tumor shape features by employing784

SE in the enhanced image compared with employing SE directly in the non-785

enhanced image. The standard deviation decrease for the above matrices786

also indicates the segmentation stability increases.787

The DDRL improves tumor segmentation accuracy by increasing the qual-788

ity of tumor detection. After the DDRL is deployed in the weakly-supervised789

teacher-student framework (TCH-ST), compared with the normal DRL, the790

mean Dice value increases by 4.75%, the mean 95HD value decreases by 0.08791

mm, the mean Recall value increases by 2.21%, and the mean KAP value792

increases by 4.78%. The ROC curve also becomes steeper. Such segmen-793

tation improvement indicates the DDRL proposes a more accurate tumor794

detection box than the normal DRL. The dual RACs in the DDRL explores795

larger image areas and proposes the detection box that is closer to the tu-796

mor bounding-box. The accurate tumor detection enables the USSE (and797

the SDUNet) to focus on the optimal tumor region and get more accurate798

segmentation.799

The USSE improves the segmentation performance in the tumor edge area800

and the segmentation stability by increasing the tumor prediction reliability.801

After the USSE is deployed in the weakly-supervised teacher-student frame-802

work (TCH-ST), compared with the normal SE, the Dice value increases by803

4.78%, the 95HD value decreases by 0.17 mm, the Recall value increases by804

1.91%, and the KAP value increases by 4.80%. The ROC curve also closer to805

the upper-left corner. Compared with the DDRL, the USSE mainly improves806
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Table 2: Direct effect of Multi-scale Uncertainty-estimation (MU) to tumor segmentation

Method
label used Metrics

pixel-level box-level Dice [%] 95HD [mm] Recall [%] KAP [%]
SE (without MU) 100 100 85.90±13.41 3.97±1.01 88.85±10.26 85.85±13.48
USSE (with MU) 100 100 89.37±8.79 3.65±0.62 90.92±8.37 89.36±8.77

the Dice and 95HD, which indicates the Multi-scale Uncertainty-estimation807

(MU) in the USSE increases the tumor prediction reliability in the tumor808

edge area. The standard deviation also declines more than the TCH-ST and809

the DDRL, which demonstrating MU promotes model stability and robust-810

ness.811

Figure 9: The ROC Curves of control experiments (left) and inter-comparison experiments
(right) show every part of WSTS increases AUC to varying degrees and WSTS has the
largest AUC compared with other fully-supervised methods.

4.5.3. Comparisons for proposed modules812

Based on the Tab. 2, our proposed Multi-scale Uncertainty-estimation813

(MU) effectively improves the segmentation performance of SE in enhanced814

images. The Dice value improves by 3.47%, and the 95HD is decreased by815

0.32 mm. More importantly, these values’ deviation decreases significantly,816

which indicates the Multi-scale Uncertainty-estimation effectively improves817

tumor prediction stability.818

According to Tab. 3, as the number of strategies increases (1-2-3), the819

Recall value of the tumor proposal is improved (67.84%-81.91%-84.89%),820
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but the IoU of tumor proposal is not necessarily improved (51.46%-62.85%-821

57.88%). More importantly, tumor segmentation’s performance also presents822

the same trendy as the IoU of tumor proposal (Dice increases from 79.71% to823

83.11% and decreases to 80.58%). Therefore, when the number of strategies824

is 2, the tumor segmentation achieves the highest accuracy, so we developed825

two strategies to propose liver tumors.

Table 3: The effectiveness of agent number to tumor proposal and segmentation

Number
Proposal Segmentation

IoU [%] Recall [%] Dice [%] 95HD [mm] Recall [%] KAP [%]
1 51.46 67.84 79.71±11.41 4.11±0.94 84.39±11.52 79.66±11.44
2 62.85 81.91 83.11±12.11 3.96±0.96 85.12±12.56 83.07±11.12
3 57.88 84.89 80.58±13.33 4.06±1.03 86.35±13.40 80.50±13.36

826

4.5.4. Result for the hyperparameter-selection experiment827

Fig. 10 shows that the α value of 1 enables the DDRL training efficiently828

and obtains the highest proposal accuracy. When the α value is set as 0.5,829

the proposal accuracy of DDRL increases fast, but the ultimate accuracy is830

relatively low. While when the α value is set as 1.5, DDRL cannot converge,831

and its proposal accuracy fluctuates around 0. When the value was set as832

1.0, the proposal accuracy increases stably and converges to high accuracy.833

Therefore, based on the above result, the effect of temperature parameter α is834

to determine the relative importance of the entropy terms against the reward,835

thus controlling the two developed tumor policies’ diversity. However, when836

the value is too large, it causes a negative influence on the training.837

4.5.5. Evaluation of ablation experiments838

According to Fig. 11, the performance of SAC is the best among the839

three DRL algorithms (DQN, A2C, and SAC) in every evaluation index.840

According to the Dice subfigure, the medium Dice value of SAC outperforms841

the values of the other two algorithms by 8%-12%, the interquartile range842

by SAC only is 1/3 of the ranges by the other two algorithms. Similarly,843

based on the 95HD subfigure, the medium 95HD value of SAC is 0.6 mm844

lower than the other two algorithms’ values. SAC also facilitates the highest845

Recall value among the three DRL algorithm, where the 25th percentile and846

75th percentile Recall values obtained by SAC are over 5% and 15% higher847

than the values obtained by A2C and DQN, respectively. Similar to the848
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Figure 10: The accuracy of tumor proposal predicted by DDRL during training under
different temperature values, where the proposal accuracy is evaluated by IoU between
the proposal and the ground-truth.

Dice, the medium KAP value of SAC outperforms the values of the other849

two algorithms by 6%-10%, the interquartile range by SAC is almost 1/3 of850

the ranges by the other two algorithms. The above outperformance indicates851

SAC is the best DRL algorithm in this task to facilitate an accurate tumor852

segmentation.853

According to Fig. 12, the proposed USSE is most capable of exploit-854

ing the box-level labeled data and improving the segmentation performance855

compared with the other three state-of-art SE algorithms (TDCE, DAN, and856

MCSE). Based on the Dice subfigure, our USSE facilitates the highest Dice857

value and the smallest interquartile range. The median and minimum Dice858

values are over 5% higher than the values of the other methods. Similarly,859

based on the 95HD subfigure, our method’s median 95HD value is over 0.3860

mm smaller than the value of other methods. The overall range of 95HD by861

our USSE is about 1 mm smaller than the range of other methods. Based862

on the Recall subfigure, USSE is the only method whose maximum Recall863

value reaches 100%. According to the KAP subfigure, USSE obtains the864

highest KAP value than the other three SE methods and gets the smallest865

interquartile range. The above outperformance demonstrates that our USSE866

has the most robust ability to facilitate accurate tumor prediction.867
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Figure 11: Ablation experimental result related to the DRL method shows SAC achieves
the best performance among the three DRL algorithms.

According to Tab. 4, the segmentation accuracy of Wasserstein distance868

(W-DST) is almost as same as the performance of KL-divergence (KL-DIV).869

Such a minor difference indicates divergence algorithm has no significant870

impact on the performance.871

4.5.6. Evaluation of inter-comparison872

Based on Tab. 5, Fig. 9, and Fig. 13, WSTS can exploit box-level-labeled873

data and performs much better than fully-supervised methods under the874

same number of pixel-level-labeled data, as well as approaches the fully-875

supervised methods that are trained with twice the number of pixel-level-876

labeled data. Under 200 patient pixel-level-labeled training data, U-Net877
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Figure 12: Ablation experimental result related to semi-supervised segmentation methods
shows the USSE achieves the best performance among the four SE algorithms.

achieves 73.31 ±12.19% in Dice, 4.16 ± 1.10 mm in 95HD, 83.44 ± 10.81%878

in Recall, and 73.30 ± 12.21% in KAP without the assisting of the enhanced879

image during training. Under the same condition, Mask R-CNN achieves880

87.43±10.42% in Dice, 3.82±0.93 mm in 95HD, 89.55±11.31% in Recall, and881

87.41 ± 10.43% in KAP. With the enhanced image as guidance during the882

training, RgGAN achieves 88.19 ± 10.57% in Dice, 3.72 ± 0.89 mm in 95HD,883

89.76 ± 12.04% in Recall, and 88.16 ± 10.58% in KAP. With the same condi-884

tion as RgGAN, PSCGAN achieves 89.31 ± 9.30% in Dice, 3.74 ± 0.87 mm in885

95HD, 91.02 ± 9.83% in Recall, and 89.30 ± 9.33% in KAP. Compared with886

two methods without enhanced image assisting during training, RgGAN and887

PSCGAN perform much better, proving the necessity of exploiting enhanced888

images to guide the tumor segmentation from non-enhanced images. With889
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Table 4: The effect of different distances to the segmentation performance.

Distances
label used Metrics

pixel-level box-level Dice [%] 95HD [mm] Recall [%] KAP [%]
W-DST 100 100 82.59±11.74 3.95±0.93 85.77±12.38 82.56±11.76
KL-DIV 100 100 83.11±12.11 3.96±0.96 85.12±12.46 83.07±11.12

Table 5: Inter-comparison experimental result.

Method
Enhanced
(Yes/No)

label used Metrics
pixel
-level

box
-level

Dice[%] 95HD[mm] Recall[%] KAP[%]

H-DUNet Yes 100 0 79.65±11.58 4.08±0.92 87.23±10.02 79.59±11.63
Res-UNet Yes 100 0 78.09±11.80 4.1±0.92 86.81±10.22 78.03±11.85

U-Net No 100 0 66.85±22.87 4.35±1.16 73.83±23.31 66.73±22.88
Mask R-CNN No 100 0 65.70±15.36 4.42±1.02 70.60±15.17 65.65±15.37

RgGAN No 100 0 69.08±18.67 4.32±1.06 75.71±20.40 69.07±18.69
PSCGAN No 100 0 68.11±16.28 4.37±1.03 71.38±17.95 68.04±16.30

WSTS No 100 0 74.54±13.20 4.15±0.99 81.07±13.49 74.29±13.25
H-DUNet Yes 200 0 91.43±8.74 3.58±0.78 93.95±8.83 91.43±8.75
Res-UNet Yes 200 0 90.59±9.01 3.59±0.78 93.86±8.86 90.58±9.01

U-Net No 200 0 73.31±12.19 4.16±1.01 83.44±10.81 73.30±12.21
Mask R-CNN No 200 0 87.43±10.42 3.82±0.93 89.55±11.31 87.41±10.43

RgGAN No 200 0 88.19±10.57 3.72±0.89 89.76±12.04 88.16±10.58
PSCGAN No 200 0 89.31±9.30 3.74±0.87 91.02±9.83 89.30±9.33

WSTS No 200 0 89.67±9.28 3.71±0.87 91.44±9.81 89.65±9.29
WSTS No 100 100 83.11±12.11 3.96±0.96 85.12±12.46 83.07±11.12

half number of pixel-level-labeled data (100 patients) and half the number of890

box-level-labeled data (100 patients), WSTS achieves 83.11±12.11% in Dice,891

3.96 ± 0.96 mm in 95HD, 85.12 ± 12.46% in Recall, and 83.07 ± 11.12 in892

KAP. WSTS’s performance approaches these fully-supervised methods and893

even better than U-Net. Fig. 13 illustrates some tumor segmentation results894

from the above methods. We can get the following findings: 1) when the tu-895

mor presents high contrast, five methods successfully segment the tumor. 2)896

when the tumor is low-contrast and background tissue is complex, RgGAN897

and U-Net are tend to be misled by background. 3) the prediction of our898

method is usually smaller than the ground-truth, while the predictions of899

PSCGAN are larger than the ground-truth, which is why PSCGAN achieves900

a high Recall value.901

Under half pixel-level-labeled training data (100 patients), U-Net achieves902

66.85±22.87% in the Dice, 4.35± 1.16 mm in the 95HD, 73.83± 23.3% in the903
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Figure 13: T

he tumor segmentation comparison of the WSTS and other methods shows
the performance of WSTS approaches these fully-supervised methods and
even better than the U-Net. The first and second row illustrates enhanced

images and the image with mask superimposed. The third row shows
non-enhanced images. The fourth row shows the ground-truth, and the rest
rows illustrate the segmentation of five methods on non-enhanced images.

Recall, and 66.73 ± 22.88% in the KAP without the assisting of the enhanced904

image during training. Under the same condition, Mask R-CNN achieves905

65.70 ± 15.36% in the Dice, 4.42 ± 1.02 mm in the 95HD, 70.60 ± 15.17% in906

the Recall, and 65.65 ± 15.37%. Under the enhanced image assistance during907

the training stage, RgGAN achieves 69.08 ± 18.67% in Dice, 4.32 ± 1.06 mm908

in 95HD, 75.71 ± 20.40% in Recall, and 69.07 ± 18.69% in KAP. PSCGAN909

achieves 68.11 ± 16.28% in the Dice, 4.37 ± 1.03 mm in the 95HD, 71.38 ±910

17.95% in the Recall, and 68.04 ± 16.30% in the KAP. More importantly, our911

WSTS (without USSE) achieves 74.54% in Dice, which outperforms state-912
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of-art methods. The above results prove that exploiting the enhanced image913

is vital to improving the segmentation accuracy in such tasks, and the DRL-914

proposal-based segmentation mechanism is more effective in non-enhanced915

liver tumor segmentation. Moreover, by exploiting the additional 100 box-916

level-labeled data, the classification ability of WSTS increases greatly and917

outperforms the above other methods. As shown in Fig. 9 right part, where918

the AUC of our method is much larger than the AUCs of the other four919

methods. More comparisons between our methods and these four methods920

under different training labels can be found in Tab. C.6, where the result921

indicates our method can utilize box-level-labeled data and outperforms other922

methods under any amount of pixel-level-labeled data.923

Based on Tab. 5, the performance of proposed WSTS in the non-enhanced924

image is approaching or comparable to that of state-of-art liver tumor seg-925

mentation methods (H-DUNet (Li et al., 2018a) and Res-UNet (Han, 2017))926

in the enhanced image, which indicates the competency of our method. Par-927

ticularly, under the same amount of 100 pixel-level labeled patient data, the928

result of our method on the non-enhanced image (74.54% in Dice) approaches929

the results of state-of-art methods on the enhanced image. Under the same930

amount of 200 pixel-level labeled patient data, our method achieves com-931

parable performance on the non-enhanced image (89.67%) compared to the932

state-of-art methods on the enhanced image. Such a great performance in-933

dicates our method can be a candidate tool for radiologists to quantify the934

clinical-parameters of tumors, such as size, thereby making a further diagno-935

sis.936

5. Discussion937

To better integrate our method into clinical settings, we discuss how to938

transfer our method to new datasets from other scanners. Particularly, 1)939

if the scanner is the same as ours, researchers can add the new data into940

the training dataset and fine-tune the pretrained model, such as fixing most941

parameters and only updating the parameters of the last few layers in neural942

networks. 2) if the data from other scanner is a little different, researchers943

can add the new data into the training dataset and retrain the network944

parameters. 3) if the data and the scanner are totally different from us, such945

as the image from different imaging machine or different MRI sequences,946

researchers should retrain a new model with the new data without our data.947
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Moreover, if necessary, adjust the hyperparameter, especially the learning948

rate, to improve the performance.949

The proposed WSTS method has a high possibility to be generalized to950

other potential applications, especially multi-modality image analysis. There951

are numerous scenes with multi-modality images in medical image analysis952

fields, such as stroke lesion segmentation with CT-MRI images. In this case,953

the teacher-student framework in WSTS can be a useful tool in these scenes954

to improve the performance. While the WSTS also has some limitations to be955

applied into a wider application range. At present, WSTS only can address956

single object segmentation. Thus it needs further refinement to be applied to957

multi-object segmentation. Also, the network architecture in WSTS is com-958

plicated, which causes the implementation of WSTS is complicated. Based959

on the above limitations, we plan to extend WSTS to multi-object detection960

and segmentation tasks with state-of-art methods in multi-agent DRL in fu-961

ture research. At the same time, we plan to seek a method to simplify the962

WSTS network architecture, especially the DDRL, thereby improving the963

training efficiency.964

Because clinically radiologists employ 2D MRIs to diagnose liver tumor,965

we consider a 2D framework in this paper. Hypothetically, it is not difficult966

to bring the method from 2D to 3D. If we want to do it, there are few steps to967

be executed. 1) modifying the agent network architecture to make it match968

the 3D input, such as replacing 2D convolution layers with 3D convolutions.969

2) modifying the action space setup, namely, extend the transforming of the970

adaptive box from 2D plane (4 actions) to 3D space (6 actions). 3) collecting971

more cases to expand the dataset to avoid overfitting in model training.972

6. Conclusion973

This paper proposes a Weakly-Supervised Teacher-Student network (WSTS)974

to segment the liver tumor from non-enhanced images. WSTS creatively de-975

ploys a weakly-supervised teacher-student framework to exploit the visible976

tumor feature in the enhanced image as guidance and assist the segmentation977

in the non-enhanced images. In particular, WSTS proposes DDRL to exploit978

the tumor spatial feature in the enhanced image and transfer the feature via979

DRL strategies to guide the tumor detection in the non-enhanced image.980

WSTS also proposes the USSE, which predicts tumor masks for the box-981

level-labeled enhanced image. Thus the mask is transferred as the tumor982

shape feature to improve tumor segmentation in the non-enhanced image.983
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The experiment confirms the effectiveness of WSTS, where WSTS achieves984

83.11% of Dice and 85.12% of Recall in the 50 patient testing data after985

training by 200 patients (100 patients with the pixel-level label and 100 pa-986

tients with the box-level label). These results demonstrate WSTS can be987

an efficient computer aided-diagnostic tool to assist radiologists with tumor988

segmentation without contrast-agents.989

Appendix A. Derivation from Eq. 12 to Eq. 13990

We first rewrite the Eq. 12 as follows:991

π∗ = argmax
π

∑

t

E(st,at)∼ρπ {r(st, at) + α[H(π(·|st)) +DKL1(π(·|st)||π′(·|st))]}

(A.1)
In this case, the value function V (st) is:992

V (st) = Eat∼π[Q(st, at)− logπ(at|st) + log
π(at|st)
π′(at|st)

] (A.2)

Here, we set the parameter of V as ψ, and the parameter of Q as θ. In this
case, during training V and optimizing the parameter ψ, the gradient of V
is:

JV (ψ) = Est∼D
{

1

2
(Vψ(st)− Eat∼π[Qθ(st, at)

−logπ(at|st) + log
π(at|st)
π′(at|st)

])2
}

(A.3)

Then, JV (ψ) can be reformulated:993

JV (ψ) = Est∼D
{

1

2
(Vψ(st)− Eat∼πφ [Qθ(st, at)− logπφ(at|st)

+(logπφ(at|st)− logπ′(at|st))])2
}

(A.4)

Thus, Eq. 13 is obtained:994

JV (ψ) = Est∼D
{

1

2
(Vψ(st)− Eat∼πφ [Qθ(st, at)− logπ′(at|st)]2

}
(A.5)
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Appendix B. The networks in DDRL995

Action value

Action

Concatenated

Fully connected layersResNet 18

Q Network for action value function estimation

Mean

Std

Fully connected layersResNet 18

P Network for strategy function estimation (the mean value and standard

deviation value of the strategy distribution)

State value

V Network for state value function estimation

Fully connected layersResNet 18

Figure B.14: The network architectures to approximate the state-value function, action-
value function, and strategy function
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Appendix C. More experimental results996

Table C.6: Performance of our method and other methods under different training-data
settings

Methods
Label used Metrics

pixel-level box-level Dice [%] 95HD [mm] Recall [%] KAP [%]
U-Net

100 0

66.85±22.87 4.35±1.16 73.83±23.31 66.73±22.88
Mask R-CNN 65.70±15.36 4.42±1.02 70.60±15.17 65.65±15.37

RgGAN 69.08±18.67 4.32±1.06 75.71±20.40 69.07±18.69
PSCGAN 68.11±16.28 4.37±1.03 71.38±17.95 68.04±16.30

WSTS 74.54±13.20 4.15±0.99 81.07±13.49 74.29±13.25
WSTS 100 100 83.11±12.11 3.96±0.96 85.12±12.56 83.07±11.12
U-Net

125 0

68.95±20.41 4.30±1.13 77.34±19.92 68.90±20.43
Mask R-CNN 73.92±14.46 4.21±1.01 81.00±14.21 73.88±14.48

RgGAN 74.13±16.73 4.13±1.01 79.67±18.33 74.08±16.76
PSCGAN 74.14±14.88 4.13±0.99 77.05±15.64 74.11±14.91

WSTS 79.62±12.37 3.97±0.95 85.19±12.15 79.60±12.39
WSTS 125 75 86.26±11.84 3.88±0.93 88.45±11.60 86.25±11.86
U-Net

150 0

70.68±17.64 4.24±1.07 79.53±16.43 70.64±17.65
Mask R-CNN 79.03±13.85 4.07±0.98 85.47±13.22 78.99±13.87

RgGAN 79.19±13.99 3.96±0.97 82.36±16.19 79.16±14.02
PSCGAN 79.30±13.72 3.95±0.92 81.86±13.87 79.27±13.74

WSTS 83.41±11.59 3.89±0.92 87.38±10.96 83.39±11.61
WSTS 150 50 88.10±11.30 3.83±0.91 89.74±10.92 88.09±11.31
U-Net

175 0

72.10±14.72 4.19±1.03 81.15±13.18 72.06±14.73
Mask R-CNN 83.83±12.90 3.93±0.95 87.82±12.27 8381±12.92

RgGAN 83.86±12.52 3.85±0.92 85.37±14.55 83.84±12.54
PSCGAN 84.37±11.05 3.84±0.88 86.47±11.60 84.35±11.07

WSTS 87.59±10.86 3.78±0.90 89.52±10.24 87.56±10.88
WSTS 175 25 89.03±10.75 3.76±0.89 90.81±10.23 89.01±10.76
U-Net

200 0

73.31±12.19 4.16±1.01 83.44±10.81 73.30±12.21
Mask R-CNN 87.43±10.42 3.82±0.93 89.55±11.31 87.41±10.43

RgGAN 88.19±10.57 3.72±0.89 89.76±12.04 88.16±10.58
PSCGAN 89.31±9.30 3.74±0.87 91.02±9.83 89.30±9.33

WSTS 89.67±9.28 3.71±0.87 91.44±9.81 89.65±9.29
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